
Notes of School Council Meeting, Monday, 20th November, 2017 

Location: LRC (Mrs Hazlewood, School Governor, in attendance) 

 

Notes: 

 Dr Letman opened up a discussion about the subject of chewing gum. He had recently 

delivered school assemblies providing information about the amount of chewing gum 

consumed globally and then went on to discuss the large amount of gum stuck underneath 

desks and chairs around the academy. He estimated that around 9,000 pieces of gum 

were stuck underneath desks alone. He had reminded students that chewing gum was 

against academy rules. He had then gone on to discuss how research suggested that 

students who were allowed to chew gum in lessons were able to concentrate better and 

got better outcomes. He had said that he might be prepared to allow gum to be chewed in 

lessons only on a trial basis, providing no more gum appeared under desks or on the floors 

around the academy. Members of the School Council agreed that to leaver gum under 

desks and chairs was anti-social and disgusting and that some form of ‘amnesty’ in lessons 

only would be welcome. Dr Letman made the proposal that gum was allowed in lessons 

only on a trial basis. The trial would be for a month in the first instance. Should the amount 

of gum stuck on desks, chewed in other parts of the academy such as corridors and stuck 

on chairs and carpets significantly reduce, or stop altogether, then the trial could be 

extended. He said he would speak to the school about the terms of the trial before the end 

of term and that the trial would take place after Xmas. 

 

 Dr Letman reported that the Food Committee formed at the previous Council meeting had 

met with the Catering Manager and had covered a range of issues from the marketing of 

food to the choice available to vegetarians. It was planned to design a questionnaire for all 

students to gain more views on areas like choice, prices, meal deals etc. 

 

 

 Dr Letman reported that he had had a meeting with the academy’s uniform suppliers about 

possible changes to the current school uniform in September 2018. He also reported that 

he was responding to a view from male students that they should be allowed to wear shorts 

in warmer weather. He said that the suppliers were looking for a suitable ‘unisex’ short that 

could be added to the list of ‘optional’ uniform items, or, alternatively, a suitable style of 

shorts for males and another for females. Members of the Council were strongly in favour 

of such a development. There was also support for exploring an alternative style of skirt 

for girls. Dr Letman said he would report developments to the Council in due course. 

 

 The next Council meeting was scheduled for Monday, 11th December at 8:40am in the 

LRC. 
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